
MBS & Treasury Market Data
Price / Yield Change

MBS UMBS 6.0 99.52 +0.16

MBS GNMA 6.0 100.59 +0.24

10 YR Treasury 4.6146 -0.0499

30 YR Treasury 4.7388 -0.0351
Pricing as of: 4/29 2:39PM EST

Average Mortgage Rates
Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.43% -0.02 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.85% -0.01 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.92% -0.03 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.63% -0.01 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.50% 0.00 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.17% -0.27 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.44% -0.32 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.24% +0.11 0.66

15 Yr. Fixed 6.75% +0.11 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 7.01% +0.11 0.94

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.45% +0.05 0.56

5/1 ARM 6.64% +0.12 0.87
Rates as of: 4/29

The Week Ahead: Strong Start on North
Korea; Draghi Ahead; Corporate Deluge
Global financial markets moved away from risk to start the holiday-
shortened week as more North Korean missile drama made the news over the
weekend.  This time, South Korea warned of another ballistic missile test in
the coming days/weeks, prompting tough talk from US officials.  Stocks and
bond yields responded by moving lower at the start of the overnight trading
session.

This leaves bonds very much within the boundaries of their ongoing rally
trend.  That trend has now been intact for nearly 2 months.  Short-term
momentum indicators have been unreliable in predicting a bounce and long-
term indicators haven't yet confirmed that a bounce is likely.  

Still, when both indicators are in 'overbought' territory, it speaks to a recent
imbalance between buyers and sellers.  Such imbalances require a source of
inspiration if they're to continue.  For now, that inspiration has been the
North Korea drama.  That leaves us open to the risk of tensions being
defused, in which case bonds would likely correct toward higher yields. 
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Pushing back against the bond rally, we have an early deluge of corporate bond issuance.  This puts pressure on Treasuries by
increasing overall supply in the bond market and also by implying some selling of Treasuries as part of the corporate
issuance process (learn more here).  Traders are generally aware of the firms that will be issuing new corporate debt, but
there's a certain level of variability that can lead to unexpected changes in trading levels.  For the most part, a big week of
expected corporate issuance adds to selling pressure at first, just like Treasury auctions.

Also creating potential volatility is Thursday's European Central Bank announcement.  This is a major unknown as far as its
impact on bonds because traders aren't taking anything for granted when it comes to Mario Draghi's press conference.  On
the one hand, he previously said the ECB would likely begin discussing winding down its bond-buying program at this
meeting.  On the other, he's gone out of his way to prevent markets from taking away any US-style taper tantrum cues.

Apart from those key themes, the rest of the week is very light in terms of scheduled events.  Wednesday brings the only top-
tier economic data in the form of ISM Non-Manufacturing.
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